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As an existing homeowner, you’ve

That’s why we’ve created the

already been on the home buying

Ultimate Home Buyer’s Guide for

journey. But now you’re getting

Your Next Home.

ready to purchase again, maybe
because your family is growing
or you’re ready for a home with
workspace or you’re preparing to

So, welcome aboard. We think you’ll
find our road map to buying
a house informative and fun.

downsize. Whatever your reason,
you’ll find the market and the buying
process may have changed.
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Your finances
Whether you are upsizing or

affordable a new home is when you

downsizing, buying a new house

have equity built into your existing

means starting with the question,

one. Despite the advantage equity

“What is my budget?” Personal

gives you, however, you still have

circumstances dictate the answer,

to start by getting your finances in

but you might be surprised at how

good order.

How much home can you afford?
The first thing you need to do in the

sense of exactly where you stand,

process of buying a house is to

add up your savings and find out

calculate how much you can plan

how much equity you have in your

to budget for.

current home.

Start by realizing that, depending

You also need to know a couple of

on the value of your current home

things about mortgages:

and the one you are buying, you
could be taking on a new mortgage.
That’s especially the case if the
equity in your home and your savings
don’t equal the purchase price of
your new home. To get a clearer

1. The one-third rule: It’s an old
one but still applies. Total up the
expected monthly mortgage
payment, property tax and heating
costs for your next home. If they
don’t exceed about one-third

You may have enough equity in your
existing home to cover the down payment
on your new home, but don’t take a chance:
confirm it first.
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of your taxable income, then

●

There are advantages to buying

you’re likely ready to buy. If you’re

a new-build home, including not

condo shopping, add 50% of

having potentially hefty renovation

your monthly condo fees to your

or repair expenses as you would

mortgage, tax and heating costs.

with a resale home. What’s more, a
well-built new home is very energy

2. Total debt service ratio: Another

efficient, so you have lower energy

affordability formula. Total your

costs. Despite that, if you’re

anticipated monthly payments on

trading up to a bigger house,

the mortgage, property taxes,

you will have bigger expenses,

heating and all other debts,

including property taxes.

including payments on your credit
card and car loan. If the total isn’t

●

A new home also needs routine

more than 40 per cent of your

maintenance like servicing your

taxable monthly income, you’re in

heating and cooling system. Annual

good financial shape.

maintenance costs are about one
per cent of your home’s value,
although it’s usually less for new

More financial considerations
●

homes and more for resale ones.

The equity you have in your
●

existing home may cover the

You want to have enough money
left at the end of each month for

down payment on your new home.

what’s really important to you:

However, you need to confirm

family activities, whether that’s

this with your bank and builder. If

a night out with the kids or a

you don’t have sufficient funds for

vacation at the beach.

the down payment, you can wait
a little longer before buying to

●

You’ll also want to continue putting

save the extra money or choose

aside money in a rainy day fund,

a less expensive home requiring a

for your children’s education if they

smaller down payment. You should

haven’t yet finished school and, if

also speak to your lender about

you’re still working, for retirement.

other possible solutions.
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●

Finally, ask yourself if your current

Preparing a rough budget that

home is in tip-top shape to go on

incorporates all of these factors will

the market? How much will it cost

help you calculate how much home

for the repairs, renovations and

you can afford. Use an affordability

staging needed to get top dollar

calculator and handy tools such as

when you sell?

the Real Life Ratio calculator to
help you.

HELPFUL LINKS

7 financial to-dos

Minto Communities

Debt Service

when buying a

mortgage payment

Calculator

house

calculator
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Other costs, rebates & incentives
When calculating the cost of buying

Additional Investments: The finishes

a home, you need to assess more

in a new home offer plenty of variety,

than just mortgage and other regular

but you still usually have the option

payments. Fortunately, you may be

of choosing different layouts and

able to access some government

upgrading finishes like countertops,

incentives and rebates.

cabinetry and flooring. These are a
great way to incorporate a designer’s
touch and to personalize your space.

Up-front expenses
when buying a home

The investments can even potentially
enhance resale value.

Deposits: When you buy your

Your builder likely has an in-house

home, you’ll have to make an initial

design team that can help you create

deposit as well. You’ll also need to

a package of additional investments to

make interim payments, according

satisfy your tastes and your budget.

to a schedule, before you take
possession. With Minto Communities,

Closing costs: These are paid before

for example, a minimum $5,000 to

or at the time of closing. In general,

$10,000 deposit at signing is required

they amount to 1.5 to 2% of the

and additional interim payments

purchase price, although that varies.

thereafter; the exact amounts
depend on the type of house you
decide to buy.

Additional investments or upgrades
in your home let you add a designer’s
touch that fits your personality.
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(HCRA) who licenses the people

Common closing costs
●

and companies who build and

Land transfer tax: This is based
on a percentage of your purchase
price. Calculate it here.

●

sell new homes in Ontario. Both
fees are collected by Tarion and
rates depend on the value of your

Legal fees and disbursements:
They are part of hiring a good

home, check their websites for
current fees.

real estate lawyer. They vary, but
legal fees for buying a house run
around $1,500.
●

1. There may be bank fees tied to

GST/HST: If your home is your
primary residence, the HST is part
of the selling price for your home.
You will only pay HST as a closing
cost if the home you are buying is

●

Other possible costs
your mortgage.
2. If you are making a down
payment that’s less than 20%
of the purchase price, you’ll

for investment purposes.

need to have mortgage loan

New Home Enrolment Fee: There

Canada Mortgage and Housing

are two regulatory bodies included
in the enrolment process –

insurance. It’s available through
Corporation (CMHC) and other
approved institutions. The cost

(1) Tarion, a not-for-profit
consumer protection organization
who provides homeowners with
warranty coverage, and (2) Home
Construction Regulatory Authority

depends on the price of your
home, and the premiums can
be paid upfront as a lump sum
or blended into your regular
mortgage payments.

Tip: Are funds tight for your new home
purchase? Then consider building the cost of
additional investments into your mortgage —
another reason for knowing exactly how much
home you can actually afford.
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3. You’ll need to purchase insurance
on your home and property. The
amount depends on multiple

New Home Buyers’ Financial
Assistance Programs
The amounts and conditions below

factors, including the value of

are correct at the time of publishing,

your home.

but you should confirm them when

4. If buying a resale home, you

you are getting ready to buy.

should definitely have it inspected;
that usually costs around $400.

Government of Canada

5. Unless you’re eager to return to
your DIY student days, you’ll likely

●

If you are a person with a disability
who is buying or building a home

want to hire a mover. If there’s a

for yourself, or if you are helping

delay between moving out of your

a related person with a disability

existing home and into your new

buy or build a qualifying home,

one, you may also need to pay for

the Home Buyers’ Plan (HBP)

storage (and a place to live). Fees

lets you withdraw up to $35,000

for these services vary, depending

from your Registered Retirement

on how far you’re moving and how

Savings Plan (RRSP) to use for

much storage space you need.

the purchase. You have to repay

Your best bet is to get a rough

it within 15 years to avoid being

quote from a reputable moving

taxed on the withdrawal.

company for both services.
6. Make sure you’ve set aside some

●

Homes that are certified under
specific energy programs are

money for set up costs such as
Internet, telephone, gas, electrical,
water, etc.

eligible to receive a partial
premium refund on CMHC’s
mortgage loan insurance. A similar

7. You may also need to spend

program is offered by Genworth

money on eavestrough, fencing,

Canada.

landscaping, blinds and curtains,
appliances and other necessities.
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Government of Ontario

Get your budget into
final form

Low- to moderate-income Ontario
residents can get assistance through

You started with a rough budget

the Ontario energy and property

for home buying. Now you should

tax credit for sales tax on energy

fine-tune it, incorporating the extra

and for property taxes.

costs and financial assistance you’ve
discovered. Use the worksheet from
the Financial Consumer Agency of
Canada to help identify the costs of
home buying and maintenance. Once
you’ve put all the numbers together,
you’re well-positioned to start making
more informed buying decisions.

Note: Government assistance programs, including
benefits and regulations, change. Doing an online
search and speaking to your builder’s Sales
Representative when you’re ready to buy will help
keep you up to date on what’s available.
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How you live & what you need
Assess your housing needs
and lifestyle

Why do you want to buy a new
home? There’s no one answer to
the question — some people buy

The experience of buying a home

because they need more space,
others because they want less; some
buy to be closer to family and friends;
some because it’s time for a fresh

has an emotional element. Being a
buyer and an owner should be fun,
rewarding and motivate you and
your family to live out your dreams

start or they are looking at a long-

and be part of your new community.

term investment.

But the buying decision has to be

In other words, the reasons you shop

rational as well, based on figuring out

for a new home are as individual

your family’s desires, limitations and

as you.

possible longer-term needs.

Even so, before signing on the dotted

To help ensure your decision is

line, think over carefully why you want

logical, think about these questions:

a new home and talk about it with

1. When do you hope to move into

people you trust.

your new home? A lapse of 12 to

Finally, ask yourself whether this is

18 months between signing an

the best time to buy a house. Is the

Agreement of Purchase and

type of home you want available in

Sale and moving into the house is

the community you want?

typical.
2. What is your lifestyle, and what do
you imagine it looking like in 5 or
10 years? If you’re downsizing, two
bedrooms may be enough most of
the time, but will it be if you have
grandchildren visiting for extended
periods in a few years’ time?
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3. What kind of homeowner are you?

5. Are you looking for a new or

Does the idea of a lot of space get

resale home? Buying new has

you excited about the possibilities?

many advantages, from the high

If not, maybe a low-maintenance

quality of today’s construction

condo or townhouse is a more

methods and having a warranty to

appealing lifestyle for your needs.

the opportunity to contribute to a

Learn more about buying a

fresh, growing community.

condo versus buying a freehold
home.

6. What sort of neighbourhood suits
you — the bustling downtown core

4. What is working and not working

or a suburban community where

for you in your current home?

you’ll need to commute but you’ll

Size? Layout? Closet and storage

enjoy all the benefits of quiet

space? Proximity to amenities like

surroundings, lots of green space,

parks and shopping? Keep an eye

new schools and the like?

out for these things when you
are shopping for a new home. It’s
a good idea to make a list of the
things you love about your current
home and the things you want to
change. Maybe you need more or
different space for entertaining, or
a larger foyer for receiving guests,
or a different balance of private

7. Have you taken the time to
really explore the homes and
communities available when you’re
buying a house in Ottawa? This
website has pooled extensive
information on builders, housing
developments, model homes
and more, saving you hours of
research.

vs. open family space. Keep in
mind that moving up in house size,

All this takes time and effort — maybe

say from a town to a single, may

more than you realized — but you’ll be

be an upgrade in general but isn’t

glad you invested both when you are

a guarantee that the new home

settled into the home of your dreams.

will have all the features of your
old one.
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Building your team
Good, professional financial, legal

●

Unlike a traditional banker, a

and other services are a crucial part

mortgage broker can access

of your home buying journey. Here’s

multiple lenders and possibly get a

what to expect.

better interest rate and/or terms for
you. A mortgage broker approval

Bank mortgage specialist or
mortgage broker?

and rate are usually valid within the
time frame of 120 days to closing,
so if you are purchasing a home

Whether your current mortgage

and the closing date is more than

was arranged directly with a bank or

120 days away, you may have to

through a mortgage broker, start by

re-qualify through this process

speaking with them about borrowing

(more than once) and your rate

options for your new home.

may be subject to change.

Uncertain about the difference

Whether you use a bank or a

between a traditional mortgage

mortgage broker, being comfortable

specialist and a mortgage broker?

with both the person and the

●

A mortgage specialist at a bank
represents only that institution.
Because interest rates and
conditions as well as quality of
service can vary from lender to
lender, talk to several to get the
deal that best suits you.

products is essential. Make sure
you have compared mortgage
rates to other institutions, using our
mortgage calculator to compare
costs. It’s also critical that you fully
understand your mortgage contract
and ask questions; if the deal doesn’t
fit your needs, walk away.

A golden rule for home buyers:
get your mortgage pre-approved.
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Getting mortgage pre-approval
Financing options

Make sure you are pre-approved
for a mortgage before you start

Speak with your current lender and

shopping. It’s the only way to know
exactly how much money you have
to spend. That’s why pre-approval is
considered a golden rule of home

other financial institutions on your
financing options. You may be able to
borrow money against the equity of
your current house to purchase your

buying. Remember that while it

next home.

doesn’t guarantee you will get the
funds, it is a pretty good assurance.

Table 1 on the following page

Just make sure that the terms and

demonstrates different loan scenarios

conditions you’ve negotiated are

from Financial Consumer Agency

all included in your pre-approval

of Canada to get money from

agreement. Learn about mortgage

home equity.

pre-approval.

HELPFUL LINKS

Borrowing against

What is bridge

your home equity

financing?
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Table 1: Compare your options to get money from home equity
Credit limit

Interest rates

Access to money

Fees

Refinance

80% of your

Fixed or variable.

One lump sum

●

appraisal fees

your home

home’s appraised

May result in a

deposited to your

●

title search

value, minus the

change to the

bank account

●

title insurance

balance of your

interest rate on

●

legal fees

existing mortgage

your mortgage or
a different interest
rate for the
refinanced portion

Second

80% of your

Fixed or variable.

One lump sum

●

appraisal fees

mortgage

home’s appraised

Generally higher

deposited to your

●

title search

value, minus the

than on the first

bank account

●

title insurance

balance of your

mortgage

●

legal fees

mortgage
Home equity

65% to 80%

Variable. Will

Interest only

●

appraisal fees

line of credit

of your home’s

change as market

payments

●

title search

(HELOC)

appraised value

interest rates go

●

title insurance

up or down

●

legal fees

Reverse

55% of your

Fixed or variable.

One lump sum

●

appraisal fees

Mortgage

home’s appraised

Generally higher

deposited to your

●

title search

(for people

value, minus the

than a mortgage

bank account or in

●

title insurance

aged 55+)

balance of your

instalments

●

legal fees

None

mortgage
Borrow prepaid

Total of amounts

Blended or same

One lump sum

amounts

prepaid

as your mortgage

deposited to your
bank account

Source: https://www.canada.ca/en/financial-consumer-agency/services/mortgages/borrow-home-equity.html
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Legal support

Realtors

It’s wise to line up a real estate lawyer

“Do I need a realtor when buying a

early so you have someone able to

house?” is a common question when

review the Agreement of Purchase

you’re shopping for a new home.

and Sale. When choosing a lawyer,
home buyers often opt for a personal
recommendation from a friend or

As a homeowner, selling your current
house may be part of the process of
buying a new house. While there are

family member. If that fails, try a
Google search for real estate lawyers
in Ottawa.

DIY options like Grapevine and Purple
Bricks for selling your home, many
people find it more efficient to hire

Make sure you ask any prospective

a Realtor who knows the market and

lawyer about his or her experience

the ins and outs of real estate. One

with the kind of transaction you are

of the best ways of hiring a Realtor

undertaking. Someone familiar with

is to ask for recommendations from

the community and builder you’re

friends and family. More on choosing

considering may also be helpful.

the right real estate agent.

More legal tips:

If you’re thinking about buying a

●

resale home, a real estate agent is

Do you have a will? Ask a lawyer

the way to go. A good Realtor will

about having one prepared. The
more you own, the more important
these documents become. Don’t
forget about assigning a power of
attorney too.
●

the contract.

there is really no need for a Realtor.
Most builders have their own Sales

investment property, consult our
Ultimate Guide to Becoming a

●

process, from research to negotiating

With a new-construction home,

If you are buying a home as an

Real Estate Investor.

guide you through the entire buying

Representatives, and these people
know their products and communities
from top to bottom. Yes, they

Discover more about hiring a

represent the builder, but their training

lawyer when you are buying a

and experience mean they are there

house.

to help you find the home you and
your family want. They are your best
resource when buying a new home.
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Where to buy
a house
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You’ve decided that your next home

schedule will go a long way toward

should be new construction. Great

helping you find your dream home.

choice! Now it’s time to find it. So,

If you’re like most new home buyers,

where should you start?

who prioritize by location, size and

It’s important to do your research

price, knowing the general area you

— there are many builders and even

want to live in and how much you

more new home communities in the

can afford is the first step. Then it’s

Ottawa area — and that searching

time to research the builders in the

can take time. Finding a way to

area and the developments they are

fit research time into your busy

building.

Checking out new home
builders in Ottawa
There are more than 50 new home

2. How do they stack up? You’ll

builders in the Ottawa area. To

want to assess the builders you’re

narrow down the choice, here

considering. You can do this

are 6 things to consider when

through reputable sources such as

researching builders:

Tarion, the Better Business Bureau
and, to a degree, social media

1. Websites: Start with a builder’s
website. It will usually have basic
information about the company,
summaries of their communities,
floorplans, elevations, pricing and
site plans.

and online searches (if you trust
them), to determine how strong
a reputation a builder has and
how reliable it is likely to be. You
also want to assess for customer

HELPFUL LINKS

6 Things to
Know When
Buying a House

Table of contents

Why Choose
Minto
Communities

Minto
Homeowner
Journey Guide

Ottawa homes:
Who are the
builders & their
communities
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experience, the builder’s after-

• How does their price per

sales service and how it deals with

square foot compare to other

warranty issues

builders?

3. Tour models & communities:

• What are the energy efficiency

Aside from getting ideas on

ratings for their homes?

design and how spacious a

• What’s included in their

home is, visiting builder model

“feature sheet”? (This is a list

homes allows you to evaluate

of specifications and included

the construction quality. You

features such as how much and

may not feel qualified to assess

what type of insulation they use.)

the technical aspects of home
building, but you can tell when a

• How long have they been

paint job is sloppy or the trim is

building and how many homes

not tidy. This speaks to a home’s

have they built?

overall quality. Builders also now

5. Previous communities: Drive

have virtual tours you can take

around other developments the

online anytime. (More on touring

builder has done, both recent and

models below.)

older. Do they appeal to you? Have

4. A comparison: It can be difficult

they matured well? Do they seem

to compare one builder to another

to promote a connection to the

since they may not follow the

community?

same criteria, but when you’re

6. Referrals: Do you have family or

researching, note things like:

friends who have bought a new

• What’s included in the price?

home recently, or do they know

• What is the deposit and interim
payment requirements after you
sign your sales agreement?

Table of contents
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Your builder: questions to ask when buying a house
There are many things you can ask a prospective builder. Here are
some to get you started:
●

What makes your homes better or different from other builders?

●

What is included with your homes? (Note: This can change with
various models.)

●

How much can I personalize my home and what is that likely to
add to my investment?

●

What can I expect in after-sales service?

●

Do you build beyond the building code? If so, to what level?

●

How do you communicate with buyers and how often?

Visiting a builder’s model homes can help
you understand how the interior space
works and assess the quality of workmanship.
You can also take virtual tours online from
the comfort of your home.
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Discovering a community
Once you’ve narrowed down

be able to get a sense of how the

location, exploring the communities

community will develop and look.

in that area can help you to decide.
Of course, it helps if you have already
created the list of things necessary
to fit your lifestyle and needs.

And drive through other similar
communities the builder has done
for comparison. Note things like
street widths and layout, how the

What if there’s nothing to

homes integrate or are set back

see? If you’re considering a new

from the street and how amenities

development where construction

complement the community’s design.

has not yet begun, exploring the

If construction has begun: You

community is a little difficult. That’s

can drive through the community

where the site plan can help.

but be careful; after all, it is an

Site plans are common for a project

active construction site. Make

and can usually be found on the

note of how well streetscapes are

builder’s website. It will show where

coming together, whether any of

streets will be, how the lots are

the amenities (like a park) have

positioned, and where amenities like

been developed yet, the attention to

parks and schools will be located.

detail, and whether or not the area

Combined with renderings of the

resonates with you.

homes the builder is selling, you’ll
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Reading floorplans
Understanding floorplans is difficult

2. Compare models and floorplans

even if you’ve looked at them before.

with where you live now. How?

That’s part of the reason most

Sketch out your floorplan and list

builders construct model homes or

the measurements for each room,

have virtual tours online; they help

then have this sketch handy when

buyers visualize the space. But don’t

you’re touring models or looking at

limit your search to just the models.

floorplans.

They are only a small sample of

3. Share the floorplans you’re

the homes available and the best
floorplan for your needs and lifestyle
may not have a model home built.

considering with friends and family,
even if you feel you’re good at
reading them. Others can often

3 Tips for reading floorplans

see things differently or pick up on
things you might not.

1. Have the floorplan with you when
touring the model or viewing the
virtual tour online to compare.
It will help you have a better
understanding of how the floorplan
translates into a physical space.

Fun fact
Which floorplans are the ones buyers most often purchase? The
ones that have model homes. It’s much easier for a buyer to make
such an important decision when they can see and walk through
the home.
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Exploring the models
This is an important step in the new

the home and doesn’t necessarily

home buying process. A builder’s

represent how people with their own

model homes can help you:

furniture live. Your furniture might not
work in the space. That’s fine if you

●

Understand the space

●

Evaluate the builder’s workmanship

●

See what some of the finishes and
features are

●

plan to buy new furniture, but if you
don’t, be aware.
Model homes often have lots of
upgrades that are not part of the
included features and finishes.

Determine if a layout will work
for you

A reminder: Floorplan drawings

Most models are furnished and this is

and finishes offered by builders

a good thing: A furnished model will

are always evolving, so be sure to

give you a better sense of the rooms

contact the Sales Representatives

than an unfinished one. But you also

who can help explain any updates or

need to look past the furniture and

differences. The Sales Representative

the finishes to see what the rooms

is your best information resource,

themselves offer. And keep in mind

whether in person, by phone or via

that the model is staged to show off

email. Don’t hesitate to talk to them.

HELPFUL LINKS

Where are Minto
Communities’
Model Homes?
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Narrowing the choices
Once you’ve researched and

meet future buyer needs and select

explored, it’s time to make your

finishes that tend to appeal to a

short list. Aside from the community,

wider audience, which are generally

builder and floorplans you’re

neutrals.

considering, be mindful of how long
you hope the home will continue

Other considerations: Check for
any builder incentives such as a

to meet your needs (will it grow or
shrink with you?) and what kind of a
resale value it is likely to have.

design centre bonus, and don’t forget
about what’s outside the house, like:
●

The 5-year plan: It’s common for

home, which affects sunlight

buyers to stay in their home for 5-10

coming in certain rooms at certain

years. Is your lifestyle likely to change

times of the day;

significantly in that time? Think ahead
to where you might be when it

The orientation of the lot and

●

comes to making your home choice.

The street you’re considering —
main connecting streets offer
direct access to bus stops and

What about resale? If this is your

receive better attention for snow

forever home, choose a home for

clearing, etc. but quieter streets

you, not for resale. But if you do

offer more privacy, safer places for

see another move in your future, it’s

kids to play and ride their bikes;

often wise to keep resale possibilities
in mind, even though you should

●

The view that you will look out to

buy based on what meets your

see every day from the front and

needs. The neighbourhood can

back of your home; and

determine resale value as much as
your home, but both are important.
If you’re keeping resale in mind, opt

●

Where mailboxes, utility boxes and
catch basins will be located.

for a layout that can be flexible to
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When you’re
ready to sign

Once you’ve decided on a home,

●

A deposit to secure your lot or

you’ll sign an Agreement of

condo unit. The deposit amount

Purchase and Sale, which is a fairly

will vary by builder and can be

standard builder contract. However,

used towards your down payment.

it’s important to know exactly what
●

is in your agreement because it is

pre-approval.

binding. It puts in writing all the things
that are included in your home from

●

incentives to included features.

Your choice of lot and floorplan
(or condo unit).

●

What you will need

Your choices of available
optional layout(s).

Builders have different requirements,
but most will need:
●

Most builders will ask for mortgage

●

Contact information for your
lawyer.

Photo ID of everyone who will be
present at the time of sale and
added to the title.
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Minto deposit structure
Due on Signing

$

Due in 30 Days

$

Due in 60 Days

$

Due in 90 Days

$

Due in 120 Days

$

Please ask a
Sales Representative
for more details

What to bring

Government Issued
Photo-ID

Table of contents
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The signing process
Once you have made your deposit

binding. Our Sales Representatives

and secured your lot/unit, your

can give you details.

sales agreement will be drawn up.

The process is not quite the same for

Your Sales Representative should
go through the agreement with you,
highlighting key points such as:
●

Expected closing date

●

Consequences of delays in

information provided once you sign
your agreement. This is known as
the disclosure statement and you’re
given a 10-day period to review
this information before the contract

choosing design finishes
●

buying a condo. There is other legal

is binding.

Costs for additional investments
that are not included in the base
price of your home.

Once you’ve signed your agreement,
you’ll need to make a deposit and
likely be asked to provide post-

Minto offers a five-day conditional

dated cheques for further deposit

period for legal review and financing

installments. Amounts will vary.

before the contract becomes
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Chances are your builder will give

Your builder will also likely ask for a

you an information package that

letter from your lender saying you

explains the next steps, often

qualify for a mortgage.

referred to as a homeowner’s
manual or guide It contains valuable

Keep copies of all your documents.

information that is important for you
to read.

A flipped floorplan
It’s possible that the layout of your finished home could be a
reverse mirror image of the floorplans shown in the marketing
materials or Agreement of Purchase and Sale. Keep this in mind
when purchasing appliances such as fridges and dryers, for which
you’ll need to choose the way the door swings.

Confirm your deadline for choosing interior
and exterior finishes, and ask your builder
what their selection policies are.
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Next steps
With a firm agreement in hand, your

a budget that’s based on what you

builder can now create construction

expect your expenses will be when

plans for your home and file for

you move in, do this now and start

permits. Construction can begin

living by it. It will help you adjust to

once permits have been granted.

what your commitments will be.

If your builder has not already told

It can be up to 18 months later (or

you, ask when you will be required

sometimes more) from the time you

to make selections for interior

sign the contract to the time you

and exterior finishes. Each builder

move into your new home, which

has their own policy for choosing

gives you time to plan and adjust. If

selections and these can be done at

you’re buying in a pre-construction

one or more appointments.

condo apartment building, though,
the wait could be longer as most

If you expect your financial
commitments will increase with your
new home and have not yet set up

builders will aim to sell a majority of
units before beginning construction.

HELPFUL LINKS

Minto Homeowner
Journey
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Things to do
before
moving in
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Researching, planning and deciding

you’ve signed your agreement there’s

on a home are a big part of the

still lots to do.

new home buying journey, but once

Your design centre visits
Many new home buyers — even

specialists are experienced at guiding

those who have been through

you through the process with ease

it before — find the selection of

to make it the most exciting part

features and finishes challenging.

of your homebuying journey. You

You’ll need to make decisions quickly

can also look for a builder’s online

in order to meet construction

resources to learn more about their

timetables, but the design centre

design centre.

Budget your time
One of the exciting things about buying a new construction home
is getting to choose many of the features and finishes in your
home. But that means you have to make yourself available for the
appointments where you’ll actually make those decisions, and they
usually have to be scheduled during the work day.
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Design tips
●

●

design centre consultant. Knowing

Before you sign your sales

what you have for additional

agreement, visit the design

investments will help them know

centre in person if possible, or by

where you should prioritize to get

browsing design centre resources

the most out of what you have

online. This will give you more

available to spend.

time, without a looming deadline,
to become familiar with the

●

Share your budget with your

●

If your budget for additional

selections available.

investments is limited, choose

Save images of things you like.

do after your home is built. That

ones that would be difficult to

That could be inspirational,
finishes you like, styles and colours
you’re drawn to. They don’t have
to be all home-related; often
spot common elements to get a
sense of styles and colours you’re
helpful if you’re not sure of your
style preferences.

elements like an alternate layout
for an ensuite.
When creating your wish list for

a design centre specialist can

attracted to. This is particularly

often means opting for structural

design options, visit the builder’s
models in person or take virtual tours
online. They can both give you ideas
and help you understand things like
cabinet heights and trim styles.

Did you know?
Architecture control guidelines are used by most builders to ensure
an interesting streetscape and avoid repetition. That means if your
home is one of the last ones in a block, your exterior selections
options might be more limited than your neighbours’ were. For
townhomes and condominiums, exterior elevations and colour
packages are pre-selected by the builder.
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The construction phase
Once decisions are made, plans are

won’t need rather than hauling it

drawn up and permits approved,

along with you.

it’s time for construction to begin!
Your role now becomes less intense,
although you still have things to do.
1. Communication: Keep in contact

4. Check out movers: And figure
out how soon you’ll need to book.
You may not have a firm moving
date yet, but you’ll have an idea

with your builder. With Minto, you

and knowing how much advance

will have a dedicated Customer

booking time you’ll need will help

Experience Representative,

you prepare.

who can keep you updated on

5. Read up: Go through any

the status of your home, but if

information your builder has given

you’ve purchased with a builder

you about the next steps.

who does not, be proactive
about staying in contact to make

6. The switch: Start planning for

sure you’re kept in the loop

utility hook-ups, change of

early if there is the possibility of

address, etc. Many of these won’t

construction delays.

need doing until a week or two
before your move, but planning for

2. Furniture: Will the furniture you
have now fit or work in your new
home? If not, start planning for
what you’ll need. Keep in mind that
you should measure for furniture
— something that you may not be

them now will make the job easier
when the time comes. Check it
out: CMHC’s change of address
checklist.
7. Selling your current home: When

able to do until much closer to

you should list your current home

your move-in date.

for sale can depend on a variety

3. Declutter: You’d be surprised how
quickly the clutter accumulates,
even if you haven’t been in your
current home very long. Now is
the perfect time to donate, give

of factors and your real estate
agent can advise you, but now is
the time to start thinking about
this step in selling your house, if
you haven’t already.

away or recycle anything you
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The time trap
A heads up that decluttering, staging and preparing your home for
resale can take an inordinate amount of time, effort and money. It’s
wise to start tackling this process — especially decluttering — early
on so that you won’t get overwhelmed.

Take advantage of the framing walk-through
Many builders (Minto Communities included) will give you the
opportunity to check out your new home during construction. This
is referred to as a frame walk. If it’s something your builder offers,
try to take advantage of this visit.
The frame walk happens just before the drywall goes up. The
exterior of your home will be enclosed, interior walls framed, and
the mechanical, electrical and plumbing will be in place. This is your
first chance to see inside your home and a good opportunity to
make sure everything is located where it’s supposed to be. It also
lets you see what’s behind the walls.
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More money talk
While you’re waiting, don’t forget

4. Explore property insurance

about financial matters:

options. This may be as simple as
flipping your current policy over

1. Keep following your budget

to the new home, but it’s a good

and save up for a bigger down

opportunity to shop around for a

payment at closing.

better deal.

2. Shop for better mortgage rates, if
you can.
3. Figure out all your closing fees
and what you can expect your

5. Be prepared for closing day by
keeping in touch with your builder,
lawyer, mortgage specialist, and
real estate agent.

maintenance budget to be.
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What is the pre-delivery orientation?
About a week or two before your

you how everything works and

closing date, when your home is

familiarizing you with your home. You

almost ready, your pre-delivery

and the builder will also identify any

orientation or PDO will be scheduled.

problems that need to be addressed.

This is a very important step — it’s

(These are usually dealt with before

part of your new home warranty —

you take possession.)

and generally is the first time you will
see your finished home. This is a very
detailed walk-through of your home
where your builder will guide you

You can expect a PDO to take about
one hour for every 1,000 square feet
of space.

through its features, usually showing

The pre-delivery orientation (also sometimes
referred to as the pre-delivery inspection
or PDI) is an important part of the home
buying journey and usually your first chance
to see your completed home.

HELPFUL LINKS

Tarion’s PDI checklist
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What will happen on closing day
It will likely be towards the end of the

the builder’s lawyer receives these

work day before you get your keys,

funds, they register the documents

so it’s recommended that you hold

with the province. It’s at this point

off on scheduling movers or any

that the ownership changes and you

service calls until the following day.

can be given your keys.

In the days leading up to closing

The process is a bit different if you’re

and on closing day, your lawyer will

buying a condo. Some unit owners

get everything ready for the transfer

can move in while other units are

of ownership from the builder to

still being finished, so since the

you: checking the title, registering

builder is still working on the building

the home in your name, reviewing

ownership does not yet change

documents from the builder,

hands. Typically, you will be granted

determining down payment and

“interim occupancy” and will pay

closing costs, explaining everything

monthly fees to your builder, who

to you and getting you to sign

retains ownership until the building is

documents.

complete. Final closing occurs when
the condominium is registered after

The mortgage company then
releases funds to your lawyer. When

completion.

HELPFUL LINKS

Moving Day Checklist
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New home
maintenance
needs
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Most Ottawa builders provide their
new home buyers with some form
of a new home care guide either as a
booklet or through online resources.
Since your new home has many

When you move in
Unless your home is one of the last
to be built, you should expect the
temporary disruption that comes with
being in a construction zone. There

systems and new technology, this
information will be important for you

will be some traffic, dust and dirt as

to read and follow any recommended

your community is completed.

maintenance tips.

Some of the final things to finish —

Today’s homes are built to minimize

which many not be done yet —

maintenance, but no home is

include paving your driveway,
planting trees and sod and laying the

truly maintenance-free and by
following the recommended routine

top layer of asphalt on roads.

maintenance, you can avoid the most
expensive home repairs.

Tip: You should hold off on exterior
projects such as landscaping and adding
fences for the first year so that the
ground can properly settle and to allow
access for builder machinery if necessary
to repair grading, etc

HELPFUL LINKS

Minto Communities’
Home Care Guide
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Find your next home
Buying a new home is an exciting

Get started on finding your next

journey. It also demands careful

home today.

planning, evaluation of options and
talking to others who know the
process well and can offer you
support and advice. Take the journey
a step at a time and you’ll wind up with
the home of your dreams.
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The information contained herein is for information purposes only. The information has been drawn
from sources believed to be reliable. Graphs and charts are used for illustrative purposes only, and
links to other websites are for convenience only. Information provided by Minto Communities Inc.
and other sources is believed to be accurate and reliable at the time of publishing, but we cannot
guarantee it is accurate, complete or current at all times. Information in this guide is for informational
purposes only and is not intended to provide financial, legal, accounting or tax advice and should not
be relied upon in that regard.
Minto Communities Inc. is not responsible in any manner for direct, indirect, special or consequential
damages, however caused, arising out of your use of this information. No endorsement of any third
party products, services or information is expressed or implied by any information, material or content
referred to or included on, or linked from or to this guide. E & OE Apr 2021.
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